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Introduction

The Safavid Dynasty employed various means to implement its long-
term strategy to integrate the peoples of the Caucasus (hereafter Cau-
casians) into its state organization, including the forced movement of 
population inside and outside the region and the arrangement of political 
marriages between members of local elites and the newly-transplanted 
QizilbΣsh chieftains. At times, those Caucasians incorporated into the 
state apparatus would be forcibly removed from their homes to the Caspi-
an coast or the interior of Iran. This is true not only of the elites who were 
transplanted to the core of the empire, but also of the village peasants and 
urban residents who were removed by imperial order to new soil far from 
their homelands. Many of these people spent the remainder of their lives 
in new social surroundings created by the Safavid government.1)

Among the indigenous peoples of the Caucasus, the Georgians were 
particularly influenced by this integration policy, since their domain was 
situated precisely on the edge of the imperial border, to the east of the 
powerful Ottomans and to the south of the ascendant Russians. At the 
same time, the Georgians had solidified their own society, which had been 
based on a centuries-old affiliation to Christianity and the warrior ethic. 
Not only the Georgians, but also most of the other indigenous peoples of 
the region continued to resist imperial pressure. In due course, however, 
human resources would be physically removed to the imperial center in a 
process of both war and negotiation between the two sides.

During the early reign of Shah ‘AbbΣs I (r. 1587–1629), the Safavid ef-
fort to recruit state elites from newly subjugated peoples created a curious 
situation which presented indigenous people with opportunities under 
the auspices of the Safavids. Some local Georgian elites were able to dis-
tinguish themselves at the imperial core; and the new Safavid elite drawn 
from all over Caucasia helped to strengthen imperial centralization. The 
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Safavid resurgence enabled these elites to regain influence over the lands 
from which they had been removed. This phase of Safavid expansion 
intensified tensions within the indigenous society of the Caucasus, which 
the Ottomans had occupied for twenty years. At the same time, imperial 
integration policies had a tremendous impact upon the identity of Safavid 
elites of Caucasian origin.

Under such ambiguous circumstances, the identities of the influential 
royal ghulΣms of Caucasian origin were further cultivated, manipulated, 
negotiated, and reconfigured. This should not be interpreted merely as 
imperial exploitation of human resources, for the peripheral peoples were 
not simply victims of imperial integration efforts. They continued to nego-
tiate with their overlords, provide an essential component of the dynasty’s 
ruling elite, and contribute much to the making of the Safavid household 
empire. Furthermore, Caucasian political conditions significantly influ-
enced the imperial center. The object of this article is to reconsider Sa-
favid history by focusing on the process of the interaction which took 
place between the Caucasians and the Safavids, a subject which has usu-
ally been neglected in the research devoted not only to the Safavids, but 
also to imported elites of foreign origin—“slave soldiers”—active in Islamic 
polities.

‘AbbΣs’ intense interest in Caucasian affairs ultimately yielded two 
contradictory results. On the one hand, it nourished many Caucasian 
statesmen of dual identity who became the ruling members of the extend-
ed imperial household, contributing to Safavid victories over the Mughals 
in 1622 and the Ottomans in 1624. The Safavid state expanded anew, an-
nexing QandahΣr and BaghdΣd, conquests which greatly satisfied ‘AbbΣs, 
who had long hoped to recover the territories ruled by his grandfather, 
Shah T. ahmΣsp I. Newly-acquired BaghdΣd was governed by a powerful 
royal ghulΣm of Armeno-Georgian origin, S. af∏qul∏ (Mirman Mirimanidze), 
while QandahΣr was administered by Ganj ‘Al∏ Khan Z∏k, a faithful am∏r 
of Kurdish origin, whose political path has often been compared by mod-
ern scholars with that of the royal ghulΣms from rather humble origins of 
minor tribes.2) On the other hand, confusion soon spread throughout the 
homelands from where the new Safavid elites had been extracted. ‘AbbΣs 
had failed to establish full control over the two kingdoms of eastern Geor-
gia. The revolt of MourΣv Beg (i.e., Giorgi Saakadze) in 1625 weakened 
Safavid authority in the region to a certain extent because Saakadze had 
at one time been a close ally of ‘AbbΣs, but subsequently assumed the 
leadership of one of the anti-Safavid movements.3)
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‘AbbΣs’ death in 1629 provoked a serious challenge from outside 
powers, as Ottoman troops joined by MourΣv Beg soon made a move to 
the eastern frontier. Revolts in provinces such as G∏lΣn are a testimony to 
the internal instability. ‘AbbΣs’ grandson and successor, Shah S. af∏ I, who 
ascended the throne under these difficult circumstances, lost QandahΣr 
to the Mughals and BaghdΣd to the Ottomans during his short reign 
(1629–1642). While later historians tended to judge him as a weak mon-
arch, recent research has found that the period was fairly important to the 
adjustment and regulation of the Safavid state machinery so that it could 
function more effectively in administering what remained of the empire. 
The Georgian rebellion was one of the top priorities for stabilizing Safa-
vid rule over the northwestern frontier and thus required urgent action. 
Moreover, it was not only an issue regarding the frontier, but also affected 
the core of the imperial household, because once the Georgians were in-
tegrated into the Safavid hierarchy under ‘AbbΣs, they found themselves 
embedded within a reconfigured imperial space. However, the Caucasian 
elites’ relationship with their home country was still open to question.

In fact, no more major expeditions to forcibly “integrate” the Cauca-
sus peoples were recorded towards the end of Safavid dynasty, with the 
exception of one in the late 1650s. This author repeatedly has contended 
that the famous military campaign of 1614–1617 should be regarded as 
one of the last large-scale military expeditions targeting local human re-
sources. The question naturally arises of how “Caucasian elites,” originally 
foreign to Safavid rule, continued to be included in the household mem-
bership of the imperial institutions. It is a fact that they remained integrat-
ed within the state administration towards the end of the dynasty, but how 
was this accomplished? Did their participation in Safavid politics change 
over time or did it remain fairly constant? To tackle these problems we 
should pay special attention to local political scene in the Caucasus and 
its interaction with Safavid politics.

This article will specifically examine the shifting engagement of the 
Caucasian elites with imperial authority after S. af∏’s reign and investigate 
in detail the imperial influence over peripheral society by observing the 
policy of Georgian VΣl∏-king Rostom (r. 1633–1658), a former leader of 
the royal ghulΣm corps and the governor of the imperial capital who re-
turned to his native soil as the region’s king (mep‘e in Georgian). We will 
also look at the contrasting reactions of two other “returned” ghulΣms of 
Georgian origin and their relationship with Rostom.
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Return of the Slave-King Rostom

The revolt of MourΣv Beg revealed the inherent dangers of the royal 
ghulΣm institution. However, the once-strained relations between the Sa-
favids and Caucasian elites morphed into a fairly stable partnership dur-
ing Shah S. af∏’s reign, and it was the Bagratid prince Rostom who greatly 
contributed to this transformation. Rostom “returned” to Georgia in 1633 
as a Safavid governor (vΣl∏; i. e., hereditary ruler of the border provinces) 
and/ or Georgian king and went on to reign for about a quarter-century, 
until 1658. Rostom was also the official representative of the newly-risen 
Caucasian elite at the Safavid court. He was the commander of the royal 
ghulΣm corps (qullarΣqΣs∏) and governor (dΣrπgha) of Is.fahΣn, the imperial 
capital. After his return, Rostom embodied Safavid authority in eastern 
Georgia. He belonged to two distinct societies within the empire and 
played a dual role in both spaces. In many respects, he regulated Safavid-
Georgian relations, thus ensuring both a place for Caucasians within the 
imperial household institution and for Safavid authority at home. While 
remaining a faithful “slave of the shah,” he was also manager and architect 
of the dynamic interplay between the Safavid imperial court and Cauca-
sian local society.4)

Rostom was an illegitimate son of Davit XI, known as Dautkhan 
(DΣvπd Khan), who was entrusted with Kartli by Shah T. ahmΣsp and 
reigned from 1569 to 1578 as the first Muslim-Bagratid king, or vΣl∏.5) 

Before being given the honorary name of Rostom by Shah S. af∏, he had 
been known as Prince Khusraw. According to Vakhushti’s Description of 
the Georgian Kingdom, Rostom was sixty-seven years old when he ascended 
the throne of Kartli in 1633.6) After Davit XI fell from power in Georgia, 
Davit’s elder brother Simon I (r. 1556–1569, 1578–1600) and his descen-
dants (Giorgi X, r. 1600–1606 and Luarsab II, r. 1606–1614) continued 
to administer Kartli. In one instance, Rostom and his elder half-brother 
Bagrat (future Bagrat VII, r. 1616–1619) reportedly fled to the court of 
Kakheti and finally ended up settling at the court of Shah ‘AbbΣs.7) In 
contrast to Bagrat, whose mother was a royal princess of the Kakhetian 
branch, Georgian and Persian sources agree that Rostom was illegiti-
mate.8) His old age at the time of his return and his status as a bastard son 
greatly affected his life and behavior.

Little is known about Rostom’s early years, but a Georgian source 
written around 1680 suggests that he was poorly treated at the imperial 
center.9) However, Faz.l∏’s newer information provides more hints. Ros-
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tom was already a potential candidate for the Geogian throne when his 
brother Bagrat VII, vΣl∏-king of Kartli, died in 1619. According to Faz.l∏, 
“since Georgians never obey the illegitimate prince,” Khusraw M∏rzΣ, 
brother of Bagrat Khan inherited the land outside Georgia possessed by 
his late brother.10) On this occasion, Bagrat’s legitimate son, the nine-year 
old Simon II, ascended the throne. Nonetheless, in addition to bestowing 
upon Rostom his late brother’s estate, the following year Shah ‘AbbΣs ap-
pointed him to the post of governor of Is.fahΣn, who was responsible for 
the security of the imperial capital. The rise of Georgian ghulΣms of Kart-
velian noble origin also took place during this time.11) Therefore, if we 
take into account Faz.l∏’s information, Rostom’s appointment to such in-
fluential posts could be a sign of both personal compensation and general 
support for pro-Safavid forces in eastern Georgia. Recalling that ‘AbbΣs’ 
protégée Prince Konstantine (Kπstand∏l M∏rzΣ) had assumed this gover-
norship two decades earlier, we can assume that Rostom was an influen-
tial figure at the Safavid court already at the time of his brother’s death.

At the time of ‘AbbΣs’ death in MΣzandarΣn province, Rostom was 
in charge of Is.fahΣn and in collaboration with ∏sh∏kΣqΣsh∏bΣsh∏-yi h. aram, 
had secured the accession of S. af∏ I. Rostom was rewarded with an honor-
ary name and the post of qullarΣqΣs∏, besides receiving precious gift of a 
sword.12) A Georgian source written by Rostom’s close retainer even goes 
as far as to state that “the governance of Iran came under the supervision 
of Rostom.”13) As Faz.l∏’s statement about Bagrat VII’s death indicates, 
Rostom’s career was deeply influenced by his origins. As a matter of fact, 
Rostom was sent to Georgia and participated in the important military 
operation on the occasion of the anti-Safavid uprising there in 1625.14) It 
was in this way that his provenance always affected his career. Up to this 
time, however, it was also true that Rostom built his career exclusively at 
the Safavid court as an important “Georgian official” serving the imperial 
monarch. Nonetheless, the disturbances in the region which erupted after 
the death of Shah ‘AbbΣs forced Rostom to “return” to and settle on his 
native soil.

In 1630 Simon II was assassinated by his protector and vak∏l, Zurab 
Araghvis-eristavi, one of the most powerful landed nobles of Kartli. King 
Teimuraz managed to kill Zurab, and the Safavid court rewarded him 
with the appointment of his son Giorgi to the governorship of Kartli.15) 
In fact, Teimuraz allegedly proposed that Zurab marry his daughter and 
rule Kartli, and also allowed Zurab to assassinate Simon II.16) At the very 
least, Rostom understood Simon’s death to have resulted from Teimu-
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raz’s plot. The exact time of Simon’s assassination is not recorded, but G. 
Zhorzholiani assumes it happened in the autumn of 1630, since we find 
no Persian-Georgian bilingual documents that the Muslim Bagratid ruler 
would have customarily issued during the period from 2 August 1630 to 
26 March 1633. Teimuraz then proclaimed himself king of Kartli and 
Kakheti in 1631 and married his daughter Darejan to Prince Aleksandre 
(future king Aleksandre III) of Imereti, a Bagratid kingdom in western 
Georgia, on 15 May of the same year. Zhorzholiani’s assumption seems 
to be confirmed by the description in a Persian source which attests to 
the news of Simon’s murder reaching the Safavid court in September of 
1630.17)

The political climate in Georgia worsened when, two years later, 
Teimuraz engineered a revolt with DΣvπd Khan, governor-general of 
QarΣbΣgh, through whom he had previously been reconciled with Shah 
‘AbbΣs. Their joint revolt in the autumn of 1632 seriously threatened im-
perial authority, as Iskandar Beg speaks about a challenge being made 
to the Safavid throne itself. DΣvπd’s elder brother ImΣmqul∏, one of the 
most powerful am∏rs and ruler of a vast part of the southern portion of the 
empire for nearly twenty years, was once given a woman having served 
in the imperial haram. There was a rumor that the real father of her child 
was the late shah. Iskandar Beg states that Teimuraz and DΣvπd spread 
this rumor by sending documents to neighboring aristocrats contending 
that this true son of ‘AbbΣs had became the new Safavid shah with the 
help of his foster-father’s army of 30,000 troops. This challenge to succes-
sion from Georgian soil needed a definitive political solution. So Rostom 
was appointed vΣl∏ of Kartli by Shah S. af∏ on 23 October 1632, and what 
followed was the elimination of the most celebrated Georgian am∏r of the 
dynasty, ImΣmqul∏ Khan, and his sons that December.18)

When Rostom was appointed governor of Kartli, Rustam Khan, su-
preme commander-in-chief of the Safavid army, was ordered to escort 
him to Georgia and provide for his installation there. Rustam of the 
Saakadze clan was a son of B∏jan Beg, a close retainer of Rostom’s brother 
Bagrat VII. Rostom officially ascended the throne of Kartli on 18 Febru-
ary 1633.19) Significantly, several Georgian servants of the Safavid court 
accompanied Rostom on his “return trip,” which in itself is worth consid-
eration, since historians typically stress the absolute separation of “slave 
elites” in Muslim societies from their homeland and kin. In theory, it 
would follow that the ties of “slave-elites” with their homeland should be 
completely broken so that they would become entirely dependent upon 
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the monarch, but in this case, Safavid “slave soldiers” returned to their 
homeland under the banner of their “old master.” The Georgian historian 
Parsadan Gorgijanidze writes:

[Shah S. af∏] gave the kingship of Georgia [Sakartvelo] to Rostom, 
who was accompanied by Rustam Khan Saakadze [Sahkadze] with 
an Iranian army. The Georgians [K‘art‘velni] who were close to the 
Shah [qaen] were requested to accompany him. Leading the contin-
gent were Bezhan Amilakhori, Zal Ksani-eristavi, Davit Tvaldamts-
vrisshvili and his sons, Bakhuta Panvelisshvili, Roin Jaglati, Tamaza 
Machabeli, Papuna Tsitsishvili, Turmanbeg Turmanidze, Teimuraz 
Chkheidze bok‘ault‘ukhuts‘esi of Imereti, Hsanbeg Baratashvili,20) Me-
lik Sadat, Atabeg Somkhitis melik and his brothers, Otia Edronikash-
vili of Kakheti, Kakhaberi, Elizbar Svimonisshvili, Demetre and Roin 
Panvelisshvili.21)

This military force no doubt helped Rostom to consolidate his au-
thority in Georgia. At least two of the above-mentioned persons, Rustam 
Khan Saakadze and Papuna Beg Tsitsishvili, are identified in the Persian 
sources as royal ghulΣms.22) Their subsequent careers will be addressed in 
the next section, but first let us examine Rostom’s political agenda on his 
native soil. Rostom’s father Dautkhan was in exile at the court of Shah 
T. ahmΣsp and was able to return home with the Shah’s support. Rostom, 
on the other hand, had spent most of his life at the imperial court. So the 
questions stand as to how he strengthened his authority in his “own” so-
ciety and at what point he was forced to depend upon imperial authority 
to accomplish that.

A Slave of the Shah as King of Kings

After his “return” to Georgia, Rostom established effective rule over 
Kartli with military aid from the suzerain empire. Many Safavid officials 
of Georgian origin who returned to their homeland with Rostom were 
presented with fiefs there.23) Although the region would recover and re-
gain internal stability towards the end of Rostom’s reign, at the begin-
ning many local aristocrats were reluctant to accept Rostom’s authority in 
Georgia, because he was an illegitimate, converted prince who had spent 
most of his life at the court of the Safavid shahs. Early on during his reign 
revolts were raised almost annually; that is, in 1633, 1634, 1636, 1637, 
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and 1638. The revolt of 1642 was especially serious, for it occurred just af-
ter the death of Rostom’s master, Shah S. af∏. Powerful Kartvelian nobles, 
such as Zaal Araghvis-eristavi and Iotam Amilakhori, plotted to assassi-
nate Rostom, and the patriarch of Kartli and the exiled Teimuraz I joined 
the conspiracy. Rostom sent Melik Qorkhmaz, who had been informed of 
the plot, to the court of the new shah ‘AbbΣs II to seek assistance.24)

In response, the Safavid court dispatched ≠dam Sultan, governor of 
T.Σlishs in ≠stΣrΣ and a royal ghulΣm of Georgian origin. ≠dam was from 
the Andronikashvili clan, an influential aristocratic family from Kakheti 
who claimed to be descended from the Byzantine emperors and who him-
self was a nephew of Rostom through his sister.25) Since the royal ghulΣm 
SiyΣvush Beg was appointed qullarΣqΣs∏ shortly after Rostom returned to 
Georgia,26) Rostom therefore no longer supervised the royal ghulΣms at 
the Safavid central court. However, ≠dam’s example clearly attests to a 
ghulΣm lineage functioning as a guarantee to pro-Safavid forces in the re-
gion. So long as the core of the royal ghulΣm institution partly depended 
on the human resources of the indigenous Caucasian landed nobility, and 
since Rostom had once occupied the top position of that corps, the “re-
turned” king could rely upon the military power and presence of these 
imperial elites as one of the principal sources of authority.

Once the large-scale revolt of 1642 was quelled, Rostom’s rule in Kar-
tli stabilized. Then in 1648 Teimuraz was defeated again and lost his suc-
cessor, Prince Davit, in Kakheti, at the hand of JamΣl Khan, a leader of 
QazΣqlars fighting with Teimuraz’s army.27) Since KhΣnzΣda KhΣnum, a 
sister of Rostom, was a QazΣqlar’s bride,28) Rostom may have exploited 
his own kinship network which was spread within and beyond the periph-
ery of Georgia and the Safavid imperial household. After Prince Davit’s 
death, Teimuraz attempted to enlist Russian help, but was unsuccessful, 
and he ultimately never returned to his native Kakheti.29) Rostom was 
permitted to rule Kakheti at that time and governed the whole of eastern 
Georgia for a decade.

Rostom’s dependency on the Safavids is observed not only in military 
affairs, but also in the style of his court’s documents, which were issued 
in both the Persian and Georgian languages. These documents symbol-
ized the hybrid nature of Georgian political culture under the Persian 
monarchy. The Georgian text followed the traditional style of administra-
tive documents in Georgia, while its Persian counterpart adhered to the 
Safavid court style. The first section of the Georgian text typically reads 
like this:
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Christ! By the will and the providence of God, I, Rostom, king 
of kings [mep‘et‘a mep‘e] and lord [patroni], and my wife Mariam, queen 
of queens and lord, give you this sealed document which is valid 
forever...30)

Most of his documents commence with this phrase or closely-related 
variants. Rostom styled himself “king of kings” in Georgian in accordance 
with local tradition, but the Persian text merely states, h.ukm-i ‘ΣlΣ shud 
Σnka, “a supreme order has been issued as follows.” The institution of bi-
lingual official documents is a clear testimony to Rostom’s descent from 
previous converted Bagratid kings, who also issued these kinds of docu-
ment.

Rostom also invited Persian administrators to serve in his govern-
ment. For example, a family by the name of Vezirisshvili, which acquired 
the rank of t‘avadi in eastern Georgia in the late 18th century, was reputed-
ly made up of the descendants of Qias (QiyΣs.) Beg, who settled in Georgia 
as a vaz∏r (top administrator) under Rostom.31) Having Persian administra-
tors was a sign of sharing the Persianate culture of the sovereign and a 
clarification that Georgia was politically subjugated to the Safavid mon-
arch (who is referred to in the Georgian chronicles as qaen). These Persian 
administrators in turn helped assure that the Persian versions of official 
documents would be issued during their routine work.

Within this “Safavidization” process, Georgian forms were preserved 
and many mono Georgian documents were produced, while Persian-
Georgian documents were issued for various purposes negotiated be-
tween the authorities and recipients. The Georgian state chancellery also 
had to adjust itself to the Safavid presence as Rostom’s reign marked the 
institution of Georgian court titles explicitly patterned after the Safavid 
model.32)

Thus, Rostom’s return undoubtedly entailed the direct transplanta-
tion and implementation of Safavid political culture in Georgia. Although 
Persian-Georgian bilingual documents had been issued during the reigns 
of other converted monarchs of Kartli, including Simon I and Simon II, 
Rostom’s long and fairly stable reign fixed this tradition in the court of 
the Georgian kings. This was not simply a “return home,” but rather the 
establishment and further supplementation of an Iranian-Georgian hy-
brid polity by the king. Naturally, the system was a projection of imperial 
hegemony.
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Exploiting Home Within the Household Empire

Dependency on the sovereign empire reflected the international real-
ity that took hold after the Treaty of Qas.r-i Sh∏r∏n (Zuhab) between the Sa-
favids and the Ottomans in 1639, which limited the possibility for Geor-
gian princes to act independently. The strong influence of neighboring 
Muslim empires was also present in Samtskhe-Saatabago. Beka Jaqeli, the 
local ruler there and a contemporary of Rostom, reigned from 1628 until 
1651 and assumed the name Safar Pasha. The title atabagi, which was cus-
tomarily used by the local Jaqeli rulers, fell out of use after his reign, from 
which time Georgian sources refer to them as the pashas of Samtskhe. The 
Jaqelis continued to play an important role in domestic Georgian politics 
until the second half of the 18th century, when the Ottoman government 
seriously considered direct rule over the provinces.33)

Rostom’s adherence to Safavid authority was a natural choice deter-
mined in great part by his early political career. For all the obvious in-
stances of Safavidization, however, indigenous political models and prac-
tices were never abandoned and even reemerged, as exemplified by the 
resurgence of Georgian historiographical narrative during the late seven-
teenth and early eighteenth centuries. The starting point for explaining 
the existence of two simultaneous phenomena which at first glance might 
seem to be contradictory is that both exhibit the dual identity of Rostom 
himself, who succeeded in placing the entire (at least eastern) Georgian 
political landscape firmly within the context of Safavid imperial house-
hold institutions.

Rostom is not treated favorably in modern Georgian hagiography, 
which depicts him as a Muslim and a faithful Safavid agent. However, 
his authority inside the Safavid court became an important foundation 
for the strong influence exerted by the later Bagratid princes within the 
sovereign empire. Here we can see Rostom’s deliberate strategy in the in-
terplay that took place between the Safavid and Georgian power brokers, 
especially in the very sensitive and important issue of how to choose his 
heir. As O. Patterson has pointed out in his book on slavery, one of the typ-
ical features of slave elites in Islamic society was the master’s control over 
their reproduction. In this regard, eunuchs were particularly important 
because they were deprived of the opportunity to leave their biological 
offspring, thus theoretically becoming absolutely subservient and loyal to 
their masters.34) Because Rostom had already reached a certain age (ap-
parently 67 years old) when he returned to Georgia, he was compelled to 
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adopt a kinsman’s son and designate him heir. Thus the sovereign empire 
may have been able to control its vassal kingdom by utilizing this issue. In 
fact, Rostom once asked the Safavids to send a successor:

The people of Kartli do not stop fighting and quarreling with 
each other because I have no son or close relative, so no one can fore-
cast the future [of the throne]. My cousin Teimuraz Mirza has three 
sons. I ask you to give me Luarsab, namesake of my grandfather, as 
our step-son so that he should succeed me as king of Kartli.35)

Safavid recognition was without a doubt needed and always sought; 
however, Rostom insisted that the royal blood of the Bagratids was also a 
precondition. According to Gorgijanidze, Rostom at first tried to entice 
Prince Mamuka of Imereti, a kinsman of Rostom’s spouse Mariam Dadi-
ani, to become his step-son and heir.36) Rostom’s marriage with Mariam, 
a sister of a powerful ruler of Samegrelo (Mingrelia), Levan Dadiani, en-
couraged the formation of a Kartli-Mingleria alliance. Because Rostom’s 
main rival and foe in eastern Georgia, Teimuraz I, was in alliance with his 
son-in-law, Aleksandre III of Imereti, Rostom tried to extend this strategic 
marital arrangement to target Imereti. Mariam also acted in lieu of her 
Muslim husband as the protectress of Georgian Christianity in order to 
relax religious tension.37) Thus this marriage had two meanings within the 
framework of Georgian politics, one geopolitical, the other socio-religious, 
both without contradiction to the interests of the sovereign empire. As cit-
ed above, after Mamuka’s death, Rostom petitioned the Safavid court to 
dispatch his close kinsman Luarsab. After the request was granted, Luar-
sab married a daughter of ≠dam Sultan, the shah’s ghulΣm and Rostom’s 
nephew, to fortify the blood of the Kartli Bagratids. Rostom’s major aim 
was to continue rule by the Bagratids with strong Safavid recognition.38)

Rostom also endeavored to maintain his stature firmly within the Sa-
favid royal household. Although continuing to hold the post of governor 
of the imperial capital, after his appointment to Georgian governor-king, 
he never again returned nor even temporarily visited the Safavid capital, 
which had been legally entrusted to his care. During the latter half of the 
seventeenth century, Western travelers, including Chardin, were already 
attesting to the tradition of Georgian royal princes guarding the imperial 
capital. In fact, there seems to be no fixed custom or written promises to 
this end (although Chardin mentioned existence of such a contract), but 
the fact of Rostom’s legacy being traceable as far back as to the reign of 
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Shah ‘AbbΣs was likely acknowledged and interpreted as “tradition” by 
the Safavid elites. Rostom’s intimacy with the Safavid shahs was described 
in a Persian royal edict by Shah S.af∏, in which Rostom was referred to as 
“my brother” (akhav∏-am),39) indicating Rostom’s privilege to be included 
in the shah’s extended family.

Rostom’s multiple identities as the shah’s brother, leader of the royal 
ghulΣm corps, defender of the imperial capital, slave of the shah, heredi-
tary ruler of a strategic province on the periphery (vΣl∏), and king of kings 
of Georgia all worked to increase and enhance his authority. In a Georgian 
administrative document, Rostom boasts of being responsible for S.af∏’s 
ascension to the throne,40) touting himself as a Georgian king returning 
from the “outside” with prestige gained in his outer-imperial world “for-
eign career” on the one hand, and on the other, the vengeful opponent 
of nephew Simon II and rightful blood heir to the Bagratid throne, all to 
prove his genuine authority inside Georgia. The latter claim fit within the 
Safavid political context as well.

Rostom’s high prestige at the Safavid court and rather weak profile in 
Georgia brought about a curious stability in Safavid-Georgian relations. 
Rostom used a logic of vengeance for his nephew Simon II to consolidate 
his domestic authority and probably even beyond Georgia’s boundaries. 
However, unlike his nephew (who took ‘AbbΣs I’s granddaughter as his 
bride), the “returned” Rostom searched for his bride within Georgia, not 
only because of the geopolitical situation, but also due to his outsider 
status. Rostom managed to remain a continuous member of the Safavid 
extended royal family while maintaining a comfortable distance. For Ros-
tom, traditional Georgian political culture and that of his suzerain empire 
could co-exist, if adjusted to and combined with each other’s spheres of 
influence.41)

The aforementioned Persian-Georgian bilingual documents show 
the emergence of an original, hybrid political culture in Georgia. Persian 
sentences were first added to the decrees issued by Georgian rulers dur-
ing the latter half of the sixteenth century. At first, the Persian text was 
written opposite the Georgian and the style mimicked official Persian 
documents. However, following Rostom’s reign, a tendency emerged to 
perfect the Persian text, the result being an unprecedented form of ex-
pression not observed in standard Persian documents. At the same time, 
from the 1640s onwards, the Persian text began to be placed in the upper 
margin of the Georgian text side. These changes symbolize a Persianate 
hegemonic culture being transplanted into Georgia and then “localized.” 
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It is highly important that the partly Persianized Georgian political cul-
ture produced hybrid Georgian elites who became more active towards 
the end of the Safavid era in Iran.42) We clearly observe the establishment 
and maintenance of a deliberate distance from the Safavid imperial court 
by the subjugated Georgian elite society. The fate of the two royal ghulΣms 
returning to Georgia with Rostom lies in stark contrast to choices facing 
the Georgian landed nobility in transition. Thus we should survey their 
relationships with their homeland as well as Rostom, to further reveal a 
curious interdependency and the distance between the imperial core and 
peripheral society characterizing the extended imperial household.

The Georgian Expedition of the sipahsΣlΣr Rustam Khan

Let us now turn to the activities of the two Georgian ghulΣms who “re-
turned” to their homeland with Rostom, focusing on their relationships 
with the vΣl∏-king. Like the former leader of the royal ghulΣm corps whom 
they accompanied home, the two returned ghulΣms also had to re-accli-
mate themselves to the social milieu of the local landed nobility to which 
they once had belonged. Persian and Georgian sources testify to the fact 
that they both strongly adhered to their Georgian aristocratic origins and 
remembered well their rather bitter removal to Iran during their youth. 
Thus, when they returned to their native country, they were forced to 
come to terms with their old rivals and foes. Significantly, although both 
men were royal ghulΣms of Georgian origin, each chose strikingly different 
ways to navigate through the Georgian social order, demonstrating the 
complicated relationship that existed between the core Safavid imperial 
authority and the internal order on the periphery.

Let us first consider sipahsΣlΣr Rustam Khan, whose father, Bijan 
Saakadze, was a close retainer of Bagrat VII, the half-brother of Ros-
tom.43) When Rostom (Prince Khusraw) was appointed governor of Kar-
tli, Rustam Saakadze was ordered to lead the Safavid army to Georgia 
to help Rostom establish his rule. Rustam Khan’s Saakadze family ori-
gin is recorded in most of the Georgian sources of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, and the Persian material support the idea that he 
remembered his pedigree and behaved accordingly in Georgia. Accord-
ing to the Persian chronicle dedicated to his life written around 1690, he 
resided at his father’s former estate for a week during the expedition. He 
reportedly shared his childhood memories with the villagers as follows.
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Enemies attacked us here. They killed my father and robbed us 
of everything we had. Only one cow remained. We three brothers 
and our mother saw no opportunity to stay in this country and left 
this land of infidels. We put on clothes of pilgrims for submission and 
departed to the Safavid court.44)

Rustam Khan, general commander-in-chief of the Safavid armed forces 
who never forgot his painful childhood, decided to take revenge on his 
return, according the following Georgian account.

All the t‘avadis and aznauris in Kartli presented themselves and 
kissed the feet of Rostom. However, Parsadan Tsitsishvili was an ex-
ception. He was afraid of the Commander [sardar, sardΣr in Persian; i. 
e., Rustam Khan] because they were foes. The outraged Commander 
then plundered Tsitsishvili’s territory and took away many captives.

No source mentions the exact relationship between Rustam Saakadze 
and Parsadan Tsitsishvili; however, Tsitsishvili was known as a strong 
enemy of another member of the Saakadze clan, Giorgi Saakadze (i. e., 
MourΣv Beg). The Tsitsishvilis were an established t‘avadi family, while 
the Saakadzes were a new aznauri house whose power was based in inner 
and southern Kartli. Quite reasonably we can assume that Rustam Khan 
Saakadze took revenge upon Parsadan Tsitsishvili as his father’s enemy. 
In response, the vΣl∏-king Rostom acting as the ruling monarch of Georgia 
censured Rustam Khan’s action in a strong tone:

King Rostom was angered by this incident and he sent a mes-
senger to the Commander (sipahsΣlΣr Rustam Khan) to tell him that 
Georgia was already devastated and that he was now destroying that 
which remained. Then would he [King Rostom] be the master [of 
the kingdom]? Their relationship deteriorated and both sent separate 
reports to the emperor [qaen]. A royal edict was received. The Com-
mander was ordered to go in the direction of the VΣn fortress with his 
army. The governor-general of ShirvΣn led the army of QarΣbΣgh to 
protect King Rostom. When the Commander left Georgia, Parsadan 
Tsitsishvili and those who had fled all came [to Rostom’s court].45)

According to this description, while King Rostom never permitted 
his “former subject” to take personal vengeance for the past, the sipahsΣlΣr 
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Rustam Khan expressed his anger publicly. One contemporary Persian 
source, while not mentioning this particular confrontation, does frequent-
ly refer to Rustam Khan’s reports on the local situation in Georgia.46) It 
states that having received news about a victory, Shah S.af∏ dispatched 
an astronomer to Rustam Khan in May and permitted him to act “inde-
pendently.”47) However, it adds that the Shah had inquired from Rustam 
in June about the next direction the army would take, and after receiv-
ing the Commander’s report, ordered Rustam to proceed to VΣn, where 
he arrived during that summer.48) While the Persian source implies that 
Rustam Khan smoothly finished his operation in Georgia and moved on 
in a different direction to perform a new task, the Georgian narrative is 
valuable for informing us of tension that arose between the Georgian king 
and a son of his former subject. In fact, a manual from the late Safavid 
period reveals that Rustam Khan Saakadze, as sipahsΣlΣr and d∏vΣnbeg∏, was 
superior to King Rostom, vΣl∏ and dΣrπgha, in terms of the Safavid court-
ier pecking order.49) Nonetheless, neither felt constrained to act entirely 
within the Safavid order and often behaved according to the “legacy of 
the Georgians.” We clearly observe that their “past identity” was recog-
nized and exploited by Safavid courtiers of Georgian origin.

It is not a mere reflection of that identity that was exploited in their 
present situation. Rustam Khan’s adherence to his previous “identity” 
never satisfied his “former master.” King Rostom’s reaction also made his 
former subject angry.50) In this paradoxical situation, we clearly observe 
the existence of a “Georgian internal order” and a local political scene 
in which the new ruler had to set priorities in protecting those who were 
most valuable to him. As ruler of Georgia, Rostom’s priority was to stabi-
lize internal politics and conciliate the great nobles. Rustam Khan’s be-
havior was a tremendous obstacle to these objectives. Parsadan Tsitsish-
vili and his son Nodar later opposed King Rostom on several occasions, 
but they managed to avoid a purge. These men were powerful enough 
that Rostom could also find benefit from protecting them.

Conversely, the sipahsΣlΣr Rustam Khan seemingly had no intention 
of following the order of his “old homeland.” According to the chronicle 
of Rustam Khan, three fatherless brothers had been plundered down to 
their last cow during their escape from the land of the “infidels.” There-
after, they regarded the act of robbery as the most serious of crimes and 
vowed not to permit it any longer. Rustam’s younger brother ‘Al∏qul∏ of-
ten told this story to his colleagues among the elite Safavid courtiers.51) 
Rustam Khan was appointed to the post of d∏vΣnbeg∏, the supreme judge 
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of the central court, during the last days of ‘AbbΣs I’s reign. The post was 
for many years hereditary in the Khan family throughout seventeenth 
century, when Rustam’s younger brother, Rustam’s son and grandson  oc-
cupied the post. Apparently this family tale enshrined their strong sense 
of justice, but also stressed their dependency upon imperial authority by 
leaving their former kingdom and acquiring new imperial identity.

In fact, we find no information about Rustam Khan’s commitment to 
Georgian local politics nor about the activities of his direct descendants in 
Georgia. In the Georgian documents, however, we do find several person 
of Saakadze family bearing the names, Rostom, Aliquli, and Iese (‘∞sΣ in 
Persian is the same name as that of the youngest brother of Rustam Khan). 
In one Georgian source Rustam Khan sipahsΣlΣr is mentioned to have re-
ceived much gold, silver, and money from an influential Georgian noble. 
Rustam’s younger brother, ‘Al∏qul∏, was said to have had Georgian writers 
(des gens de lettres).52) Bijan, the author of the chronicle of Rustam Khan, 
wrote that he collected the information from old servants of the family 
from “people of this land and that land” (mardum-i Σnja∏). Naturally, they 
could have had ties with many of their native Georgians in the homeland; 
however, it is also a fact that we do not find any information about the ac-
tivities of their direct descendants in Georgia, at least from local materials, 
thus suggesting their final break with the Georgian political order.

Papuna Beg Tsitsishvili’s Return Home

The other royal ghulΣm who returned home with Rostom, Papuna 
Beg, adopted a rather different approach to his native soil. Contrary to 
Rustam Khan sipahsΣlΣr, he chose to reintegrate himself into Georgian 
society. Papuna Beg belonged to the Kartvelian t‘avadi clan of the Tsit-
sishvilis. His family name is attested to by the Safavid shahs as S∏s∏ughl∏ of 
a Persian royal order. Parsadan Gorgijanidze also refers to the return of 
Papuna Beg at the time of Rostom’s accession. The Tsitsishvilis were origi-
nally based in Panaskenti in southwest Georgia and subsequently moved 
to Kartli during the second half of the fourteenth century.53) Zakaria Pa-
naskerteli, called Zaza, was an able commander and ruled the Mdzovreti 
and Nichbisi basins during the reign of Bagrat V (1360–1393). Zaza was 
succeeded by his son Tsitsi, a servant of Kostantine I (r. 1407–1411) and 
the namesake of the clan. Already during the first half of the fifteenth 
century, Satikhatun, sister of Taqa Panaskerteli, became the consort of 
Vakhtang IV (r. 1442–1446).54) Like the neighboring Baratashvilis, the 
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Tsitsishvilis established their powerful rule over southern Kartli during 
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Accordingly, they could have had 
close contacts with the Safavids from very early on. Due to the fact that 
Papuna Beg was a royal ghulΣm who had once left his homeland and then 
returned from “exile in a foreign country,” contemporary documents de-
scribing his activities reflect his ambivalence about belonging to “both 
sides.” We observe his strategy to resettle within Georgian society in five 
royal Persian edicts and a Georgian document.

Safavid Royal Edicts55)

Edict No. 1 officially permitted Papuna Tsitsishvili a livelihood in Geor-
gia and justified the royal ghulΣm’s legal “return” to his native soil. The 
document never refers to his Georgian origins, but only his special assign-
ment to closely serve Rostom, ex-chief of the royal ghulΣm corps, who was 
by that time the reigning monarch in Kartli. It reads:

No. Date Shah Contents

1 Sep.–Oct. 1641 
(Jumada II 1051) S.af∏ I Based on a request by Papuna, the shah orders the 

vaz∏r of ShirvΣn to grant him a stipend.

2 Feb.–March 1649 
(Safar 1059) ‘AbbΣs II

Papuna complains that the payment of his stipend 
had been delayed. The shah orders the vaz∏r of 
ShirvΣn to investigate the case and if the complaint 
proves to be true, to settle the amount owed.

3 Nov.–Dec. 1658 
(Rabi I 1069) ‘AbbΣs II

‘AbbΣs I grants five aznauri families and 50 peasant 
families owned by Parsadan Tsitsishvili in Kartli 
to Papuna’s father Kaykhusraw. This edict, reaf-
firmed in Feb.–March 1652 (Rabi I 1062), orders 
Rostom to comply. Papuna requests once again 
that the edict be confirmed, and the shah orders 
ShΣhnavΣz, the new vΣl∏ of Kartli, to comply with 
it.

4 Sep.–Oct. 1667 
(Rabi II 1078) SulaymΣn

Land disputes arise between Kaykhusraw’s son 
Papuna Tsitsishvili and Mirimanidze family 
(Qorkhmaz, son of Malek Atabeg Mirimanidze, 
ZΣkim Beg and KamΣl Beg, both descendants 
of Malek Mirman Mirimanidze). According to a 
royal edict issued on 29 July 1636 (26 Safar 1046), 
ZΣkim Beg was to transfer a part of the land to 
Papuna Tsitsishvili. The edict was reaffirmed in 
Jan.–Feb. 1652 (Safar 1062) and Papuna is now 
requesting again reaffirmation of the edict.

5 Aug.–Sep. 1691 
(Zul-Hijja 1102) SulaymΣn

Papuna’s son Zaal Beg has come to the royal court 
seeking confirmation of Edict No. 3; and the shah 
orders the vΣl∏ of Kartli, Naz.ar ‘Al∏ Khan, to com-
ply.
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A royal edict was issued. Muh.ammad S.Σlih.  Beg, a haven of vaz∏r 
and superior official, an existence like the Sun, and vaz∏r of ShirvΣn, 
should pay a pension to the amount of 11 tumΣn 7,300 Tabr∏z d∏nΣrs 
from the beginning of the Year of the Snake to BΣbΣna Beg S∏s∏ughl∏ 
[Papuna Beg], a royal ghulΣm. The sum will be collected from the tax 
revenue of the vaz∏r [Muh.ammad S.Σlih.  Beg].

[Papuna] has requested his annual stipend. In the register book 
of the royal ghulΣms, it is recorded that he should be at the side of 
Rustam Khan [King Rostom], [who holds] the rank of a ruler, haven 
of a noble person, an essence of greatness and righteousness, respect-
ful personality, a successor of a great family of rulers, a brave man 
serving the crown, a governor and a man of fortune, brother [akhav∏], 
and vΣl∏ of Georgia, and not make any error… The government secre-
tariat has received a document from above-mentioned high ranking 
person [Rostom] to confirm that [BΣbΣna] does his necessary service 
and commits no transgression in Georgia. According to custom, on 
the basis of the confirmation by the above-mentioned high ranking 
person, [the annual stipend] shall be delivered. He shall be issued a 
receipt as proof of the payment. This is a royal order, so it is obliga-
tory. There is no need to issue a new order every year. The document 
bears the royal seal, so it is valid. This edict was written in Juamada II 
of 1051 [between September 7 and October 5, 1641].

This document (Edict No. 1) testifies to Papuna’s position as a royal 
ghulΣm and guarantees a stipend from ShirvΣn. He was also ordered to 
serve Rostom, and a report from the latter was needed to receive the sti-
pend. In spite of the presence of Safavid bureaucrats there, Georgia had 
not been fully incorporated into the Iranian system of governance. At 
the very least, the imperial center had no right to distribute land inside 
Georgia, and we have so far no evidence of the existence of Safavid crown 
land, known as khΣs.s.a, in Georgia. Therefore, Papuna resided in Geor-
gia and simultaneously received a stipend from ShirvΣn, a neighboring 
Caucasian whose land had been directly incorporated under the Safavid 
administration. Rostom’s authority guaranteed this transaction. While the 
Persian edicts justify Papuna’s stay in Georgia, at least from the Safavid 
point of view, a unique Georgian document informs us about Papuna’s 
twofold strategy and hidden intention not evident in the Persian edicts.
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Papuna Tsitsishvili’s Reentry into Georgian Landed Nobility

A Georgian document records a legal case involving Papuna in a dis-
pute with his old enemies, members of the Tsitsishvili clan at the court 
of the Georgian king. On 21 June 1640 the vΣl∏-king Rostom settled this 
dispute between Manuchar Tsitsishvili, sakhlt‘ukhts‘esi of the clan, and 
his close relative (ganaqop‘i, or “the divider”) Papuna Tsitsishvili.56) Each 
party accused the other and testified to his own innocence a total of seven 
times. On the first occasion Papuna and his brother Khokhona accused 
Manuchar’s brother Baadur of setting fire to their house in Samtsevris-
i, which burned down even while their grandmother was still inside. If 
Manuchar and his brothers, Baadur and Kaia, failed to prove their inno-
cence, they would have to pay damages of 200 marchil. Manuchar, Baar-
dur, and Kaia then accused Papuna and his men, claiming that Papuna’s 
father Kaykhusraw had gathered an army at the upper reaches of the 
Kura River above Mtskheta, an ancient capital of Georgia and location 
of the headquarters of the Georgian orthodox church, and tried to attack 
them in Leteti. Baadur and his brothers became aware of the plot and 
escaped the raid. Should Papuna fail to make his case, he would have to 
pay his adversaries 500 marchil or 3 peasant families.

From the contemporary description of this episode, it is clear that this 
internal quarrel had broken out when ‘AbbΣs I devastated Kartli and Lu-
arsab II became his hostage, at which time “the people of Kartli remained 
without a ruler” (k‘a(r)t‘uelni upatronod darch‘en).57) In the sixth exchange, 
Papuna and Khokhona described in detail their adversaries’ role in how 
they had been forced to leave their native land and depart for “the land 
of qizilbash.” Since on the way one of their brothers had died, they de-
manded compensation for his death. Manuchar and his brothers rebutted 
that Papuna’s father Kaykhusraw had once reconciled with their family 
through the mediation of Zakaria, the patriarch of Mtskheta, but he be-
trayed them just three days later. We have no further information regard-
ing this event, but if Manuchar’s statements are to be believed, then it is 
clear that Papuna’s father Kaykhusraw tried to usurp the leadership of his 
clan with the help of the Safavid authorities precisely at the time when 
‘AbbΣs invaded Georgia.

It would seem that this litigation constituted a sort of initiation rite 
for reintegrating Papuna into Georgian society by reconciling him with 
his fellow clans. It is interesting that this trial transpired at the court of 
Rostom and is attested to in a monolingual Georgian document. Once 
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Papuna separated himself from local Georgian aristocratic society then 
returned there with King Rostom, it became necessary for him to make 
his demands according to Georgian custom and law. While Papuna’s 
monolingual Persian edicts confirmed his status as a royal ghulΣm and 
guaranteed him a stipend from outside Georgia, as soon as he began to 
seek compromises with his kinsmen, the documentation was issued only 
in Georgian. Such a two-pronged strategy was adopted by Papuna in or-
der to recover his esteemed place among the Georgian landed nobility. 
Rostom’s dual status within the Safavid court and inside Georgian soci-
ety strongly determined this political strategy. In both cases, Papuna was 
backed by Rostom, first in the “Persian manner” then in the “Georgian 
manner.” For Rostom to intervene and help Papuna regain his position 
within Georgian society would potentially enhance his own authority. Un-
like Rustam Khan Saakadze, who sought personal vengeance at the head 
of a Safavid army and thus defied the established Georgian social order, 
Papuna adhered to Georgian traditions so as to find a rightful place with-
in that social order, by asking the local king to render judgment on issues 
pending. From these facts we can confirm once again Rostom’s dual sense 
of social identity as an important Safavid official and the hereditary ruler 
of Georgia.

Other Persian documents shed light on Papuna’s position in Geor-
gian society, showing that he relied on imperial authority without hesita-
tion whenever negotiating with powerful rivals. Two of those documents, 
in particular, suggest that the Safavid government also tried to establish 
direct control over the Georgian elite to a certain extent. In 1658 ‘AbbΣs 
II reconfirmed the privileges bestowed on Kaykhusraw by ‘AbbΣs I (doc-
ument #3).

BΣbΣna Beg, a temple of bureaucratic superiority, son of Kay-
khusraw Beg S∏s∏ughl∏, has presented a royal order [savΣd-i h.ukm-i 
ashraf] issued in Rabi I 1062 [Feb.–March 1652]. Its content may be 
summarized as follows. The edict [parvΣncha] of the world-conquerer 
who is now in heaven finds honor to be issued. Among the aznauri 
families and peasants in Kartli province who formerly belonged to 
PΣrsadΣn S∏s∏ughl∏, five aznauri families and fifty peasants were grant-
ed to Kaykhusraw Beg Tsitsishvili. Georgian rulers with respect and 
dignity should be aware of this decision and take no action opposed 
to it or intervene to recoup their earnings.
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As already mentioned, Parsadan Tsitsishvili was one of the most influen-
tial nobles in Kartli during the first half of the seventeenth century. Even 
Shah ‘AbbΣs recognized his legitimacy and entrusted the rule of Kartli 
temporarily to him in 1615. His son Nodar (d. 1658), whose mother was a 
Kakhetian princess, also exerted conspicuous influence in Georgian poli-
tics and even once revolted against Rostom.58) We have already met Par-
sadan as an old foe of Rustam Khan sipahsΣlΣr (of Saakadze clan). Papuna 
tried to protect such privileges through his connections with the Safavid 
authorities, for the opponent was actually more powerful than his close 
relatives.59)

The other Persian document of note, an edict issued in 1652 (Edict 
#4 in the table), was significant because it concerns two influential Kart-
velian nobles who had close ties with the Safavid Empire.60) Upon his 
return to Georgia, Papuna Tsitsishvili raised allegations not only against 
his close and distinguished kinsmen, but also against the Mirimanidze 
clan, an influential Armeno-Georgian aristocratic house which had pro-
duced many powerful ghulΣm representatives.61) According to the edict, 
both sides had presented royal edicts issued by T.ahmΣsp I and ‘AbbΣs 
I, as well as by Georgian rulers (Here it should be noted that when the 
young Papuna quit Georgia, he seems to have taken all these documents 
with him). S. af∏’s decree (Edict #4) states that on 29 July 1636 a part of the 
disputed land was transferred to Papuna from ZΣkim Beg Mirimanidze.62) 
Thus, after his return with Rostom in 1633, Papuna attempted to restruc-
ture his social position and material property in Georgia by means of a 
wide array of connections. Papuna again asked that the edict be recon-
firmed in September–October 1667, which coincided with the enthrone-
ment of SulaymΣn. Because Mirimanidze was immediately connected to 
the Safavid government through the royal ghulΣms belonging to his fam-
ily, Papuna would have had to be concerned about any political change 
occurring in the Safavid status quo.

Thus the timing of issue is also to be considered. Edict #3 coincides 
with 1658, the year Rostom died and his step son Vakhtang succeeded to 
the throne of Georgia. Then in 1691, Papuna’s son Zaza came before the 
Safavid court and asked for confirmation of his right [Edict #5], probably 
coinciding with 1688, the year of another change in Georgian kingship. 
Thus Papuna’s direct interest in the Georgian internal order had to take 
account of the way in which that order was wrapped in Safavid authority 
from above and occasionally directly intruded upon, in attempts to reor-
ganize it to better fit a Safavid context, but far short of anything resem-
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bling national integration or imperial unification. Though such interests 
needed recognition from the ruling monarch, such recognition also guar-
anteed Safavid ideological and material assistance. On the other hand, 
most of the related documentation was written only in Georgian; and even 
when the litigation was brought under the shah’s jurisdiction, Georgian 
documents would be submitted into evidence. Accumulated precedents 
which reflected historical experience were essential while multi-layered 
authority functioned in Georgian society under Safavid suzerainty.

This state of affairs also proves that Georgian internal order and Safa-
vid authority never functioned separately, and continued to adjust to each 
other within the dynamics of inter-dependency. All of these documents 
and the timing of their promulgation reflect Papuna’s flexible position 
in Georgian society and his strategy to take advantage of his lifetime of 
experience in order to reenter the social order of his homeland. It also 
demonstrates how the Safavid sphere of influence was extended over a 
“peripheral” society in Caucasia.

The Effects of Empire and its Limitations

The two royal ghulΣms who accompanied Rostom back to Georgia 
shared similar backgrounds. Papuna Beg Tsitsishvili departed the coun-
try after his father came out on the losing end of an internal struggle for 
the leadership of his clan, while Rustam Khan Saakadze also went before 
the court of the Safavid shahs after his father was killed in Georgia, pos-
sibly due to conflict with a neighboring aristocratic family. Both Papuna 
and Rustam, with their brothers, fled to the Iranian court to seek pro-
tection and ended up becoming royal ghulΣms. With Rostom’s return to 
Georgia, however, they adopted sharply contrasting attitudes and strate-
gies in dealing with their homeland society: one abandoning it altogether, 
the other resettling and regaining his social position. These opposite reac-
tions clearly demonstrate the ambiguity involved in being a member of 
the Georgian landed nobility while serving as a slave of the Safavid shah, 
but this dual identity was not always contradictory.

The four families investigated in the previous study of the present au-
thor also provide ample evidence for this theme.63) Otar Baratashvili-Or-
belishvili and his brothers maintained close contacts with their relatives 
in Georgia. Their cousin Qaplan, who once served at the Safavid court, 
was successful in recovering his domain, much like Papuna Tsitsishvili. 
The Safavids permitted Qaplan to hold the fiefs of his father and uncle, 
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Otar’s father. Qaplan and his cousins maintained ties and formed political 
alliances to support Rostom’s successor Vakhtang V (Shahnavaz Khan), a 
son-in-law of Qaplan. The example of the Mirimanidze house shows the 
remarkable closeness between a family in Georgia and the royal ghulΣms 
it produced, by regularly offering a brother of the clan’s leader to become 
a Safavid ghulΣm.

The family’s connection was so strong that the leader of the clan in 
Georgia became the legal successor, vΣrath, of the property of his brother, 
a royal ghulΣm at the imperial court, and a person serving the shah (qaen-
seuli) was referred to in a document attesting to the sale of land in Georgia 
as a family member.64) Thus, the Mirimanidzes in Georgia and the shah’s 
servants who had kinship ties to that family continued to be close. The 
Safavid shahs were confident about the strength of these bonds. For ex-
ample, when a dispute did arise inside the family over the issue of prop-
erty succession, the investigation was entrusted to two royal ghulΣms, one 
related to the Mirimanidzes, the other of Armenian origin who was the 
governor-general of ShirvΣn.65)

Oddly enough, among these four families, there is no instance of a 
Safavid royal ghulΣm returning to Georgia and becoming the leader of 
his clan; and there is no direct information attesting to the property they 
possessed after returning. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that in 
the majority of cases, Safavid royal ghulΣms of Georgian origin had left 
their original social order for good. They did, however, exert influence 
upon their native “peripheral” society through their high position at the 
imperial court, but any direct impact on Georgia from abroad would have 
been limited. That being said, Papuna’s case should not be regarded as 
exceptional. A Bagratid prince of weak authority returned from the impe-
rial center and effectively used the ties he had cultivated with imperial 
resources—including manpower—once he had left his homeland. Pro-Sa-
favid forces or those who possessed strong ties with Georgian elites at the 
Safavid court took control of leadership positions inside Kartli; and some 
of them recovered their fiefs and were reintegrated into Georgian society. 
At the same time, the internal dynamics of Georgian nobility was pre-
served under the watch of the Safavid government, particularly through 
Rostom’s express policy. Papuna successfully reintegrated himself into 
the Georgian landed nobility, and thus followed in the political footsteps 
of his master.

Papuna’s example demonstrates the flexible strategy deployed by 
the royal ghulΣms, who are usually portrayed as faceless followers of the 
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emperor, and also reflects certain dynamic aspects of center-peripheral 
relations. Close attention should also be paid to the strategy applied by 
the imperial government. Papuna’s return was realized through Safavid 
permission, and he was even ensured a Safavid income from neighbor-
ing ShirvΣn while recovering his fief and social status in Georgia. Signifi-
cantly, Safavid policy did not exclude the possibility that their servants 
might have multiple identities. To be sure, in the long run, the empire 
endeavored to centralize its rule over peripheral societies. Georgian so-
ciety, perched on the edge of the empire with its Christian traditions, suf-
fered heavy human losses through the acts of ambitious Safavid shahs, 
like T.ahmΣsp and ‘AbbΣs. However, once the storm had dissipated, each 
side sought compromise, and throughout the Safavid era, even the results 
of direct interventions can be regarded as a source for bargaining inside 
peripheral society and for accumulating power by local aristocrats like 
Papuna, who was determined to defend his father’s rights that had been 
conferred upon them by Shah ‘AbbΣs.

Conclusion

The socio-political structure of the Georgian landed nobility endured 
many interventions from neighboring empires, as disintegrated and fragile 
Georgia became the source of military and administrative elites for those 
empires. Thus, on one hand, the royal ghulΣm institution was a channel 
connecting the Safavid imperial household with the Georgian landed no-
bility. The royal ghulΣms undoubtedly built networks and mediated with 
their kin back in the homeland with the goal of bringing them smoothly 
under Safavid hegemony and making them faithful followers of the em-
pire. On the other hand, a certain distance remained between the two 
societies. Surviving sources do not attest to frequent and regular return of 
royal ghulΣms to their home society. We should therefore not overestimate 
the influence exerted by the Safavid administration on Georgian society. 
Safavid power was recognized as a “super authority” over the inner politi-
cal dynamics of Georgia. Georgian royal princes acted as mediators and 
directly controlled society, while the Safavid shahs were the protectors of 
the whole imperial system, including the peripheral society of Georgia.

For all of its strong dependency upon the Safavid government, Geor-
gian society was never reorganized in order to be unified with the Iranian 
power structure. Therefore, the royal ghulΣm institution was independent 
from the local society which supplied its manpower. The well-known Ot-
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toman institution of devshirme was a major factor in occupied regions being 
firmly integrated into imperial society, although it neither achieved full 
assimilation of local society. The Safavid case was seemingly much looser 
in terms of integration, and it attempted no institutional intervention, but 
did provide stability both to the imperial core and peripheral society. In-
stances of returned ghulΣms exemplify both the effectiveness and limita-
tions of Safavid power over Caucasian society.

Papuna Tsitsishvili occupied the post of commander-in-chief (sardar) 
at the court of Kartli during the last years of King Rostom’s reign.66) Like 
his master, Papuna belonged to and lived in a dual political society. The 
interdependency of the two societies naturally experienced repeated re-
vision and adjustment throughout the decades. Eastern Georgia finally 
became a part of the empire, but with its autonomy largely intact. Con-
temporary Georgian self-identity was affected by the Safavid experience 
insofar as the unique Safavid invitation to become state elite made Geor-
gians aware of their “peripheral” position vis-à-vis the empire. Put another 
way, the center-periphery dynamic stimulated their “foreignness,” on the 
one hand, while absorbing the differences in cultural terms over the de-
cades, on the other. This should not be regarded as a simple case of dual 
agency. This contradictory nature is clearly observed in the political life 
of King Rostom, who successfully embedded Georgian royal blood in the 
core of the Safavid household empire.

We must therefore further investigate the process of the interplay 
which occurred between the Safavids and Caucasian elites in order to 
clarify their actual relationships. Such a research direction will surely con-
tribute to better understanding the nature of the state institution of the 
Safavid dynasty in the seventeenth century. In this context we clearly ob-
serve both the continuation and deviation of the royal ghulΣm institution 
in the appointment of Giorgi XI (Gurg∏n Khan) as governor of KirmΣn in 
1699. Caucasian Muslim converts continued to contribute to the military 
strength of the dynasty, yet the actual “partnership” and shared responsi-
bility had definitely changed during second half of seventeenth century. 
This development will be investigated in a separate study.
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